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Near-infrared absorption of water 
 

Water has an absorption feature at ~970 nm. It is a overtone of the 
fundamental at ~3 μ. While not very strong, it is strong enough for 
absorption spectroscopy. 



What Would We Like to Measure? 

!   Time Lapse imaging of water motion in parchment 

!   Examine kinetics of hydration and dehydration 

!   Develop models of water transport in plane of 
parchment 

!   We CAN do this with spectral imaging, but it is a long 
road 



Photons in Tissue 
!   There are two ways for photons to interact with tissue or skin, 

which means parchment! 
!   Scattering 

!   Absorption 

!   One may think it is easy to use absorption spectroscopy (or 
reflection spectroscopy) to measure chromophore 
concentration in skin or, say retina 
!   Measure absorption of object 

!   Apply Beer-Lambert law 

!   Results! 



Scattering Dominates! 
!   The problem for all photon-tissue interactions is that scattering 

dominates absorption by a factor of 10-100, depending on the 
wavelength and the chromopore. 

!   So, when you measure photon loss in tissue, you are not 
measuring absorption, you are mostly measuring scattering. 



Biomedical Imaging 

!   Large effort in biomedical world to deal with this with 
various approaches: 
!   Limiting cases where you can ignore it 

!   Some wavelength regions where absorption stronger 

!   Modeling 

!   Measurements and modeling 

!   Inversion methods 



Biomedical Applications   

!   Transplanted organ blood flow 

!   Burn treatment 

!   Reconstructive surgery 
!   Create maps of hemoglobin, bilirubin and edema 

(water) of skin and muscle flaps 

!   Optical Biopsy for dysplasia/cancer 



Mapping tissue optical properties with 
structured light 

!   We borrow a method from biomedical imaging used to 
map and quantify tissue chromophores such as water 
and blood.  

!   The method uses structured light and signal processing 
to separate photon scattering from absorption, the major 
confounder in photon-tissue scattering.  

!   Video rates or faster, it is ideal for mapping the kinetics 
of water transport in parchment. 

!   Well understood, published extensively over last 7 years 



Method Relies on Solution To Photon 
Diffusion Equation 
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 Diffusion Approximation 



Hand Waving Argument 

!   Scattering dominates at high spatial frequency 
!   Fine spatial detail washed out quickly by scattering 

!   Absorption dominates at low spatial frequency 

!   So, you can think of the measurement method as 
measuring at high spatial frequency and low spatial 
frequency and then “subtracting” to separate the two 
effects  

 

 



Imaging System 



What do We Measure? 

!   Optical Properties of Chromophores 
!   Absorption coefficientμa    
!   Scattering coefficientμs  

!   Relative Water Concentration 

!   Can be made absolute with calibration 

!   Measurements of μs at different wavelengths can 
provide information on size and concentration of 
scattering sites 



Water Drop 

Snapshots of absorption of water in goat skin parchment are shown. In one 
case a drop of water is added and dried with a hair dryer after about 5 minutes 
(see red dot and note change in slope). This sample dries out and returns to 
baseline, unlike others, most likely due to accelerated drying. 

Snapshots of absorption of liquid water in goat skin parchment. Water is added and 
dried with a hair dryer after about 5 minutes (see red dot and note change in slope). 
This sample dries out and returns to baseline, unlike others, most likely due to 
accelerated drying. 



A Movie 



Spatial Kinetics of Water Transport 



A similar experiment was also carried out on calf skin which was allowed to air 
dry over many hours. In this case, we see permanent structural changes in the 
parchment over time as demonstrated by the µs map.   

A similar experiment was also carried out on calf skin which was allowed to air 
dry over many hours. In this case, we see permanent structural changes in the 
parchment over time as demonstrated by the µs map.   

Water drop on calf skin. The µs map 
shows permanent structural changes 
in the parchment.   



A Movie Again 



Dehydration 



Dehydration II 

A time course experiment over 10 hours shows that the water appears to decrease in 
the center and  migrate to the edges. of the parchment. It does not dry uniformly, 
suggesting that water loss is not just  proportional to surface area or through the 
surface. 





Dehydration III 



Conclusions 

!   There are edge effects in water transport and loss when 
adjusting to lower ambient humidity 

!   Water content affects scattering site size-new 
mechanism and ties to structure changes unknown 

!   Dehydration time is signficant 



Questions for The Audience   

WHAT YOU LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT 
WATER TRANSPORT IN PARCHMENT? 
 
CAN YOU SUGGEST SOME 
EXPERIMENTS THAT WOULD FUTHER 
THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
EFFECTS OF WATER? 
 
CAN YOU SUGGEST SOME 
EXPERIMENTS THAT WOULD HELP 
YOU MAKE A DECISION ABOUT HOW 
TO CONSERVE AN OBJECT? 


